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The city of Troyes (France) chooses HIKOB systems to make its road & 
streets network smarter  

Lyon, June 14th, 2016 – At the opening of Interoute & Ville a major trade show for road infrastructures 
held from June 14h to 16th in Paris, France, HIKOB announces that the city of Troyes has selected 
HIKOB wireless vehicle detection systems and weather monitoring systems to optimize traffic lights 
control and road winter service operations. 

In 2013, the city of Troyes launched the renewal of its traffic management center based on out-of-date 
technologies of the 80s and on an old system for traffic sensors and data acquisition. Troyes decided to stop  
the installation of traditional inductive loops that requires a lot of road works, to turn to innovative 
technologies with a new generation and less intrusive system based on wireless magnetometers. 
  
As part of a public tender running over several years, the traffic management service of the city will now 
deploy HIKOB wireless systems: it is a true revolution from the technological point of view and a very cost-
effective solution.  

« Supporting young and innovative companies is a priority in the policy of the city of Troyes, that’s we 
decided to go with HIKOB. Since the first installation three years ago our collaboration has been very 
beneficial. We particularly appreciated the reactivity and commitments of HIKOB: they have been 
continuously listening to our feedbacks from the field and integrated them to improve the technology and 
make it more efficient. All the expectations of the city authority have been fully fulfilled » says Frédéric 
Guenin, Director of Traffic Management at the city of Troyes. 

One sensors for two applications: traffic management and weather monitoring 

Initially implemented in a traffic management purposes, the city of Troyes 
capitalized on HIKOB sensors network to extend the data collection to 
real-time road weather information.  

HIKOB sensors offer a dual functionality: they can be configured to collect 
either traffic data or road surface to power two applications:  

▪ Advanced urban traffic management: HIKOB wireless sensors for vehicle detection communicate 
real-time data to the traffic management center. The data is then analyse with advanced real-time 
algorithms that generate key indicators that are sent to the remote traffic light controllers to adapt 
green times and to improve traffic flows. 

▪ Road weather monitoring: with real-time information on road surface temperature, winter service 
operators anticipate salting operations during snowy or icy periods.  

The innovative system provided by HIKOB is fully connected and monitored. Operators at the traffic 
management center are now continuously aware of what is happening on the field and that the system is 
operating correctly: a revolution for the traffic management department.  

An efficient solution for local authorities in their smart city policies 

HIKOB had to answer to the technical specification required by the city of Troyes: to ensure the compatibility 
of the HIKOB wireless sensor network with the DIASER1 standardized protocole used by the traffic 



management software of Troyes. This was a strategic feature provided by HIKOB in order to avoid the 
multiplication of protocoles which would complicate the system maintenance. 

« The city of Troyes is at the forefront of innovation, moreover they are one of our historical customer! Our 
collaboration has been really successful allowing us to develop our solutions for local authorities a step 
forward. It is a strong commitment for HIKOB to actively support local authorities in their smart city transition 
and policy » says Ludovic Broquereau, Vice President of Marketing & Business Development at HIKOB. 

Since the end of 2013, more than 150 sensors have been installed in the city of Troyes network, allowing an 
optimization of the traffic regulation and an anticipation of winter weather crisis episodes. As part of the traffic 
management center extension, the objective of the city of Troyes is to install new sensors in the 19 cities of 
the metropolitan area of Troyes. This deployment will be progressively staged over the next years.  
 
 
 

  

1DIASER : Standard communication protocole for urban traffic management equipment. 
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HIKOB develops and provides wireless autonomous multi-points data acquisition system to capture information on the 
field and learn from reality, in all contexts and conditions. Provided as a fully integrated hardware and software platform, 
HIKOB systems collect complex data and support advanced data processing algorithms. Quick and easy to install, long 
lasting, HIKOB systems enable not only the multiplication of measurement points but also deployments in all contexts 
and all type of fields, while avoiding the installation and maintenance costs of traditional wired systems.  

HIKOB systems serve mission-critical applications in the fields of: 

▪ advanced urban traffic management, parking availability monitoring and road weather systems, 

▪ structural health monitoring in civil engineering applications, 

▪ industrial equipment monitoring, 

▪ live coverage of sports events. 

HIKOB is a French company based in Lyon and Grenoble with an international reach through a network of partners and 
value added resellers in Europe, North America and Asia. 
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